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Exercise 1: Look at the pictures and circle the correct word. Choose from the list of
three. There is one example.
e.g.

This is an orange / pear / apple.

1.

He is a waiter / fireman / soldier.

2.

This is winter / summer / autumn.

3.

This is a boat / ship / bike.

4. What is the day after Wednesday? It’s Thursday / Tuesday / Friday.
5. What is the month after July? It’s June / September / August.

_____/ 5
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Exercise 2: Write the opposites of the words below. Choose from the list. There are
two words more than you need.
tidy, cloudy, serious, fine, young, near, sour, sad,
e.g. happy - sad__
1. sweet - _______________
2. old - _______________
3. far - _______________
4. sunny - _______________
5. ill - _______________
____/ 5

Exercise 3: Write the words below in the plural form, as in the example:
e.g. table – tables, man - men

1. policeman - _______________
2. tooth - _______________
3. ship - _______________
4. mouse - _______________
5. foot - _______________
____/5
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Exercise 4: Complete the sentences with one of the prepositions from the list. Use
each preposition only once. There are two prepositions in the list which you do not
need to use. There is one example.
next to, on, behind, between, under, in, in front of, over

e.g.

The cat is __in__ the bed.

1. The cat is ___________ the bed.

2. The cat is ___________ the bed.

3. The cat is ___________ the bed.

4. The cat is _________ the beds.

5. The cat is ___________ the bed.
___/5
Exercise 5: Complete the questions. Circle the correct Wh- word. There is one
example.
e.g. What / Why/ When are you happy? Because I got a present for my
birthday.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where / Which / How do you live?
Who / How / What is this?
Who / When / How are you?
Why / When / Where is your birthday?
How / Why / Which is the robot happy?

I live in London.
It’s a banana.
I am Ella.
My birthday is in April.
Because he sees the honey.

___/5
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Exercise 6: Look at the pictures. Look at the letters. Write the words.
e.g.

c a r r o t

1.

8

2.

13

_____

r, c, t, a r, o

t, e, h, i, g

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ e, h, r, e, i, n, t, t,

3.

___________

f, g, a, n, r, e, d, a, h, t, r

4.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ c, e, t , r, h, a, e

5.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ f, g, f, a, i, e, r
____/5
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